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Shipping Humanitarian 
Goods to the Poor

— Worldwide —

Do not withhold good from those to whom it is due,  
when it is in your power to do it.

Proverbs 3:27



We are a 
Catholic ministry

that mobilizes the global Catholic Church to transform 
the poor and their communities materially and spiritually 

for the glory of Jesus Christ. 

Rather than create new institutions to distribute aid, we 
support existing ministries and churches already serving the 

poor. In addition to being the most cost-effective way of 
helping the poor, empowering these ministries allows us to 
support the Church’s spiritual mission and its important 

position of leadership in poor communities.

We consider every gift we receive as a precious resource 
from God. We direct every donation to its intended 
project, provide honest and accurate reports to our 

donors, and keep overhead costs to an industry low. We 
handle funds with utmost integrity and hold our ministry 
partners in the field to the same high standards by asking 
them to document costs and the impact of their outreach. 

We invite you to join with us as we seek to transform the 
lives of the poor materially and spiritually — ways that 

please the Father and glorify him in Heaven and on earth.
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Project Synopsis

Description
Funding is needed to send donated food, nutritional supplements, medicines, medical supplies, clothing, 
shoes, baby items, housing materials and other desperately needed goods to the poorest of the poor.

Purpose
By acting as good stewards and rescuing people with valuable, lifesaving supplies, we are able to contribute to 
the healing and ongoing health of the suffering poor.

Locations
Catholic parishes and organizations throughout the Caribbean, Central America, South America and Africa.

Cost
For every $1 given for shipping, Cross Catholic Outreach can deliver an average of $162 worth of desperately 
needed items, depending on what is shipped. This is possible because the goods themselves are donated, 
allowing us to use donor funds for shipping only. Estimates are based on data received from 2015 through 2018. 

Highlights
• The typical container size is 40' long by 8' wide by 8'6" high. It can hold 2,200 cubic feet of goods with a 

maximum weight of 45,000 pounds.

• Every package on every pallet in every container is a tangible reminder of the good news that “God so loved 
the world.”

• Every gift toward the General Shipping Fund is an example of compassion accomplished wisely and cost-effectively.
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The Need

In Nicaragua, a long-term drought dried up water sources, creating massive food shortages. Entire families had 
nothing to eat but salt and feed corn — the latter of which was intended for farm animals.

In Haiti, a deadly hurricane smashed the southern coast, destroying 90 percent of homes and schools — and 
decimating family farms and livestock. Almost two years have passed since the disaster, but thousands of Haitians 
still remain in temporary shelters along the southern peninsula, and food supplies are still scarce.

In East Africa, 50,000 people were on the brink of starvation following a severe drought and famine. Though 
few in the U.S. were even aware of the crisis, the situation was described as catastrophic by world leaders, and 
families in parts of Kenya and Ethiopia were desperate for food. 

Fortunately, Cross Catholic Outreach is perfectly poised to respond to situations like these. By teaming up 
with local humanitarian aid partners in developing nations around the world, we can fight extreme hunger and 
hardships rapidly and cost-effectively. We do this by sending donated food, nutritional supplements, medicines, 
clothing, shoes, baby items, hygiene supplies and housing materials to the impoverished communities where they 
are needed most.

To the poorest of the poor in these areas, the supplies are literally lifesaving. In these communities, children 
starve because they don’t have enough to eat. People die from fevers, infections and vitamin deficiencies that go 
untreated because there are no medicines or nutritional supplements available. The Catholic leaders serving 
there have a long tradition of bringing comfort to the poor, but their hospitals, clinics and medical outreaches 
frequently run out of items as basic as gauze, bandages and rubbing alcohol to cleanse and dress simple cuts.

By shipping food, medicines and other urgently needed items, we have the opportunity to act as good stewards 
by spreading the love of Christ around the world, as described in the words of 1 John 3:18: “Little children, let us 
love, not in word or speech, but in truth and action.”
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Project Description

Cross Catholic Outreach is often 
offered access to donated food and 
nutritional supplements, medicines 
and medical supplies, clothing, 
shoes, baby items, hygiene 
supplies, and other valuable goods 
known as “in kind” contributions. 
These items are graciously offered 
to us by companies, churches, 
organizations and civic groups that 
hope the items are quickly shipped 
to the poor.

Therein lies the challenge. 

Shipping such goods 
internationally can be costly, so in 
order to accept these goods, Cross 
must have a financial fund available 
to cover the shipping. Otherwise, we 
are put in the position of having to 
turn down these valuable 
donations — and the poor suffer 
as a result.

That is the reason we are deeply 
grateful to the faithful Catholic 
friends like you who contribute for 
shipping costs. Each year, thanks 
to you, millions of dollars worth of 
incredibly valuable donated items 
do not go to waste! 

For example, just a few donations of a few thousand dollars each can cover the shipping of a 40-foot container 
of Vitafood valued at $63,472 — enough to feed 272,160 malnourished people. In the case of medical shipments, 
the value and impact can be multiplied 100 times or more! This makes your donation to our General Shipping 
Fund one of the wisest and most cost-effective investments you could make on behalf of the poor and the 
Church leaders who are serving in their communities. 

The benefits also go beyond financial considerations. At Cross Catholic Outreach, we are motivated by what 
the Bible teaches about the heart of the Lord and we strive to remember the “least of these” in all situations. One 
way we accomplish this is by being prepared to help our ministry partners when unforeseen circumstances arise.

When a crucial resource — such as advanced medical equipment — isn’t available in a particular country, we 
want to be ready to ship it in to meet an urgent need. Similarly, when a natural disaster strikes, we want to be 
able to get large amounts of food and water into the hands of the victims quickly and efficiently.

Please help us achieve these ambitious goals. Contribute generously to our General Shipping Fund.

Once the goods are in-country, they are distributed to recipients by our ministry partners.
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What’s in a Food Shipment?
• Each 40-foot container holds enough meals to feed 272,160 

malnourished people.

• Contents comprise numerous types of food items, including Vitafood 
and nutritional supplements.

How are the items distributed? Primarily to schools, aftercare programs 
and food banks.

What’s in a Medical Supplies Shipment?
•  Antibiotics to treat infections.

• Vitamin and mineral supplements to prevent nutrition-related maladies.

•  Equipment such as wheelchairs, canes, crutches, walkers and hospital 
beds to improve the dignity of people with disabilities.

•  Basic medical supplies and over-the-counter medications such as 
analgesics, antihistamines, gauze, bandages and rubbing alcohol.

How are the items distributed? Primarily to hospitals and health clinics.

What’s in a Disaster Relief Shipment?

• Food items, Vitafood, baby  
items, antibiotics, basic medical 
supplies and over-the-counter 
medications, as well as building 
materials and clothing. 

How are the items distributed? 
Primarily to the organizations in 
need of aid.

What’s in a Shipment for 
Orphans and Vulnerable 

Children?
• Baby items, shoes, clothing and hygiene supplies, as 

well as toys for Christmas outreach missions.

How are the items distributed? Primarily to 
orphanages and shelters.

Where Your Donated Money Goes
SHIPMENTS BY CATEGORY

Based on 2018 estimates



Our Promise to You!
Donations from this campaign will be used to cover any expenditures for this project incurred through June 30, 2020,  

the close of our ministry’s fiscal year. In the event that more funds are raised than needed to fully fund the project,  
the excess funds, if any, will be used to meet the most urgent needs of the ministry.
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Cross Catholic Outreach’s General Shipping Fund is extremely cost-effective because the cash needed to ship a 
container is only a fraction of the value of the donated goods the trailer contains. And for our beneficiaries, what 
you give has much more than a financial benefit.

As one Cross Catholic Outreach partner put it, “They’re not sending us money. They’re sending us blessings. 
Money doesn’t cure. They’re sending us life and blessings, and we give back to the donors prayers for their 
generosity. Maybe to them it was just a dollar or a container of medicine, but it has been and always will be the 
difference between life and death here.”

With your support of the General Shipping Fund, we can continue to use donated goods to address the health, 
nutritional and basic life needs of the poorest of the poor. The time to act is now. Goods continue to be offered 
to us. What is needed are faithful servants to help us fund the shipping of these valuable resources to families in need.

Help Change a Life Now!


